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i was able to play the game through the itch emulator but it was very laggy and when i started the game though the created files the game would freeze on the desktop loading screen and then the loading screen would dissapear and it would just freeze there. I was able to get into the game and play but just barely. i cant believe that
this is the end of the road for the Sims 4. bonsoir alors jai tlcharger le jeux en legal sur steam mais ensuite pour les dlc je fait comment jai justa a les telecharger et a les mettre dans mon dossier sims sur steam et cest tout dapres le tutoriel que jai lu car beaucoup parler de EA DLC Unlocker mais sa cest uniquement pour origins ou EA

mais pour steam si I am having the same problem as the other users. After the installation, I had to do a manual removal of the Sim Repack to make the game work properly. After uninstalling, I reinstalled the Sim Repack, and the game was just starting to work fine. Then I found out about the update and downloaded it. Everything
seemed to work fine until I got to my new town Henford. The previous times I tried to start the game, the main menu would come up but without the new content. This time I was lucky to get in. I created the first sim in the game and the first sim game, but it will not let me create a second sim. Also, I can not delete the first sim in the

game, so I have to create a new sim and the game locks me out of the sim/game menu, with this line, \"This game is already in use by this computer.\" I have tried everything in the guide to fix it and nothing is working. Any help would be greatly appreciated
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